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ABSTRACT
Using electroencephalography (EEG), psychophysiology, and psychometric measures, this is
the first study which investigated the neurophysiological underpinnings of spatial presence.
Spatial presence is considered a sense of being physically situated within a spatial environment portrayed by a medium (e.g., television, virtual reality). Twelve healthy children and 11
healthy adolescents were watching different virtual roller coaster scenarios. During a control
session, the roller coaster cab drove through a horizontal roundabout track. The following realistic roller coaster rides consisted of spectacular ups, downs, and loops. Low-resolution
brain electromagnetic tomography (LORETA) and event-related desynchronization (ERD)
were used to analyze the EEG data. As expected, we found that, compared to the control condition, experiencing a virtual roller coaster ride evoked in both groups strong SP experiences,
increased electrodermal reactions, and activations in parietal brain areas known to be involved in spatial navigation. In addition, brain areas that receive homeostatic afferents from
somatic and visceral sensations of the body were strongly activated. Most interesting, children (as compared to adolescents) reported higher spatial presence experiences and demonstrated a different frontal activation pattern. While adolescents showed increased activation
in prefrontal areas known to be involved in the control of executive functions, children demonstrated a decreased activity in these brain regions. Interestingly, recent neuroanatomical
and neurophysiological studies have shown that the frontal brain continues to develop to
adult status well into adolescence. Thus, the result of our study implies that the increased
spatial presence experience in children may result from the not fully developed control functions of the frontal cortex.

INTRODUCTION

and environment in the physical world.”1 Typically, spatial presence occurs in virtual situations
created by the perception of spatial cues of the
media content, not by cues of the real physical
world. According to this view, television, radio,
virtual reality (VR) technology and even books
should be able to produce spatial presence in different ways.

S

PATIAL PRESENCE is considered as “a sense of
being there” which “occurs when part or all of
a person’s perception fails to accurately acknowledge the role of technology that makes it appear
that she or he is in a physical location and environment different from her or his actual location
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However, although much research has been devoted to the study of spatial presence and presence
using psychometrical2–8 or psychophysiological
methods,9–12 only a few studies have focused on the
neurophysiological and neuroanatomical underpinnings of spatial presence. Most studies in the neuroimaging domain have used VR stimuli to study
cortical activations associated with spatial navigation
and spatial processing.13–18 A subset of studies were
particularly interested in uncovering the neural correlates of driving using driving games presented in
the fMRI environment.19–22 Some studies were only
interested in exploring whether a particular VR
equipment could be used in the context of the fMRI
and electroencephalography (EEG) environment
without interfering with technical and psychological
constraints.23,24 Although these studies have substantially increased our understanding of the cortical and
subcortical mechanisms of spatial navigation and
spatial processing, no study has directly examined
the neurophysiological underpinnings of spatial
presence using neuroscientific methods.
Therefore, the present study was designed to
explore the relationship between spatial presence experience and cortical activations using multi-channel
EEG in combination with low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (LORETA), allowing modeling of the underlying cortical structures which are
supposed to generate the neurophysiological activations. In addition, psychometrical measures as well
as psychophysiological measurements of heart rate
and skin conductance were collected during an
arousing and noninteractive virtual reality world
depicting different roller coaster rides. Two variables were experimentally controlled or manipulated, respectively, the age of the user (children and
adolescents—subject variable) and the number of
monocular spatial cues (e.g., motion parallax, independent variable). Both variables have been shown
to influence the spatial presence experience in psychometrical and behavioral spatial presence studies. Whereas the age of the user is negatively
related with the spatial presence experience,25 the
number of monocular spatial cues are positively
correlated with the spatial presence experience.26–28
As no study has explicitly examined the cortical
structures involved in spatial presence, we only can
generate tentative hypotheses based on neuroimaging and developmental studies. For both children
and adolescents, we hypothesized that the subjective spatial presence experience is enhanced in the
roller coaster conditions with many monocular spatial cues compared to the condition with only few
spatial cues. Because the VR world is emotional and
arousing, we also expected that this enhanced spa-
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tial presence experience is accompanied by increased somatic and visceral reactions of the body
(heart rate and skin conductance responses) as has
been shown by a few psychophysiological studies
in arousing VR environments.9,10 Moreover, body
reactions are known to activate brain regions involved in mapping and/or regulating the somatic
and visceral state of the body (e.g., insula, secondary somatosensory cortex29) and thus constitute
an important neural correlate for conscious emotional feelings.30 Consequently, we would expect increased activation in these brain areas in the high
spatial presence condition, along with other brain
areas involved in emotion processing. Finally, we
hypothesized both for children and adolescents that
spatial presence cannot occur without activation in
brain areas known to be involved in spatial processing,13,15,18 including in particular the intraparietal
sulcus and brain regions surrounding this area of
the parietal cortex. This brain region generates an
egocentric view by translation of the retinal coordinates to head-centered, or even body-centered coordinates. Obviously, such an egocentric view is
essential for the experience of spatial presence.
Finally, we would also expect different subjective
spatial presence experience between children and
adolescents, along with different brain activation
patterns. An interesting structural candidate for
this hypothesis is the prefrontal cortex, which
known to be involved in the executive control system of the brain, including error detection and
monitoring.31,32 Based on neuroanatomical studies,
it is known that the frontal cortex is among the
most recent brain regions to mature, implying that
the tissue itself continues to develop toward adult
status well into adolescence.33,34 Thus, based on the
incomplete functioning of the prefrontal cortex, we
suggest that the spatial presence experience is enhanced in young children compared to adolescents,
because children are less capable of cognitively
controlling and monitoring the virtual experience.
Accordingly, strong spatial presence experience in
a noninteractive VR environment should be accompanied by reduced activation in the prefrontal cortex, and in particular in dorsal and lateral parts of
this brain area, which constitute the more cognitive
part of the prefrontal cortex.35

METHODS
Subjects
Twelve healthy children (five male, seven females; aged 8.4–10.7 years, mean age 9.2, SD 0.59)
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and 11 healthy adolescents (seven males, four females; aged 13.9–17.8 years, mean age 15.8, SD
1.36) volunteered for the study. All subjects were
recruited from various sources, including family
members, friends, or local sport clubs. All subjects
were consistently right-handed and native speakers of German. Handedness was confirmed using
the Annett handedness questionnaire (AHQ) and
the criterion for consistent right-handedness as
proposed by Annett.36 None of the subjects reported any neurological or psychiatric disease,
prior head trauma, sensory impairment, or subjective cognitive impairment. All parents of the children gave informed consent and were instructed
according to the ethical guidelines of the Helsinki
declaration.
Experimental task
The subjects were sitting on a comfortable chair
while they were viewing different roller coaster
scenarios on a 17-inch computer screen placed at a
distance of 1 m in front of them. The roller coaster
scenarios were taken from commercially available
roller
coaster
simulation
software
(www.
nolimitscoaster.com/). The subjects wore headphones to hear the realistic driving noises with spatial cues included in the software. The viewing
position of the roller coaster cab was arranged as if
the subjects were sitting within the cab in the front
seat while the cab was riding through the roller
coaster scenario. During the initial control session
(CONTROL), the cab drove through a horizontal
roundabout track without any up or down movements and thus with only a few spatial cues (duration of 120 sec). During the following sessions, the
subjects saw five different roller coaster simulations,
during which several realistic rides were undertaken with spectacular ups and downs and thus
with many spatial cues. The control scenario was
used in order to control for various basic perceptual
processing steps similar for all roller coaster scenarios, including form, color, motion, and basic spatial
processing. The “realistic” roller coaster drives were
divided into three different sessions: (1) initial upward driving of the roller coaster cab (UP, expectation phase; mean duration of 40 sec); (2) dynamic
up- and downward driving of the cab, including
spectacular loops (DOWN; mean duration of 63 sec),
and (3) final horizontal drive of the cab (END; mean
duration of 28 sec). During these rides, continuous
EEG and psychophysiological measures (skin conductance response [SCR], heart rate [HR]) were obtained. Additionally, psychometric measures of
spatial presence (MEC–Spatial Presence Question-
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naire [SPQ]) were obtained after the control condition and after the last realistic roller coaster ride.
EEG recording and analysis
EEG signals were recorded and amplified using
a BrainVision 32 channel amplifier system (www.
brainvision.com). Silver-silver-chloride-electrodes
(Ag/AgCl) were used in association with the “Easy
Cap System” (International 10–20 system, FMS
Falk Minow Services, Herrsching-Breitbrunn, Germany), on which 30 electrodes were attached according to the international 10–20 system at the
locations Fp1/2, F7/8, F3/4, Fz, FT7/8, FC3/4,
T7/8, C3/4, Cz, TP7/8, CP3/4, CPz, P7/8, P3/4,
Pz, O1/2, Oz and referenced to FCz. The electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded from two additional electrodes placed below the outer canthus
of the eyes. BrainVision Recorder and Analyzer
(BrainProducts, Germany) were used to record
(electrode impedance <5 kΩ, 0.5–70 Hz, 500 samples/sec) and analyze the data. After recording the
5-min eyes-closed resting EEG, recording of EEG
during the experimental sessions was performed.
The total EEG recording time (including prestimulation recordings) was about 40 min.
All recorded EEG epochs were carefully and individually checked for artifacts (e.g., eye blinks,
horizontal and vertical eye movements, muscle artifacts) by visual inspection. Epochs that were associated even with small changes in the horizontal or
vertical EOG channel within the reference or test
interval were rejected (amplitude minimum, !100
µV; maximum, 100 µV). The average number of
artifact-free trials for all conditions was 80. These
artifact-free epochs were recomputed to the average
reference.37,38 Furthermore, a discrete Fourier transformation algorithm was applied to all extracted artifact-free epochs of data that were 2.048 sec in
duration each. The power spectrum of 1.5–30 Hz
was calculated for each single epoch and then averaged across epochs. Finally, according to the hypothesis, 12 electrodes were collapsed into three
frontal and three parietal electrode clusters: frontal
left (F3/FC3), frontal midline (Fz/FCz), frontal
right (F4/FC4), parietal left (CP3/P3), parietal midline (CPz/Pz), and parietal right (CP4/P4).
According to the surface EEG analysis in this
paper, we were mainly interested in studying the
changes in the Alpha band (8–13 Hz) because
changes in the power of the Alpha band have been
shown to be valid indicators of cortical activation/deactivation within the frontal and parietal
lobe (i.e., power in the Alpha band is negatively related to activity).39–41 The percentage change in
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Au: Are definitions of
ERD and
ERS as you
meant?

Alpha band power between the control condition
(CONTROL roundabout riding) and the three sessions of realistic roller coaster riding (UP, DOWN,
and END) were calculated using the following
formula: event-related desynchronization/eventrelated synchronization (ERD/ERS) = ([band
power reference ! band power test)/(band power
reference]) " 100.42 Note that positive values indicate a relative power decrease in the Alpha band
(ERD) and negative values indicate a relative
power increase (ERS). Thus, ERD indicates cortical
activation, whereas ERS indicates cortical deactivation. These ERD/ERS at the six electrode clusters
were thereafter used for further statistical analyses.
Psychophysiological and psychometrical measurements
According to Meehan,10 physiological presence
means that a user is “responding physiologically to
the mediated environment in a manner consistent
with human response to similar real situations.”
Therefore, in addition to EEG, measurements of HR
and SCR were made during the experiment by
using a commercially available device (PAR-PORT;
Hogrefe Company, Germany). For SCR recording,
electrodes were attached to the thenar and hypothenar areas on the palm of the left hand. Quantification of SCRs entailed measurement and
summation of the SCR amplitude and division by
the length of the conditions in seconds due to different durations of the four conditions. In addition,
log-transformation (log[SCR+1]) was used to normalize the SCR amplitude data. Furthermore, the
self-location subscale of the MEC-SPQ questionnaire was used to obtain psychometric measures of
spatial presence (MEC-SPQ43). This questionnaire
(eight items, five-point scales ranking from “1 = I
do not agree at all” to “5 = I agree fully”) was administered after the control condition and immediately after the last of the five roller coaster rides.
The scale measures the subjective impression how
much the subjects felt to be in the middle of the action of the roller coaster ride rather than merely observing it. The eight questions were carefully
explained to the adolescents, but in particular to
the children to ensure that they were able to understand and answer these questions properly.
LORETA inverse solution
For the purpose of displaying intracerebral EEG
data, in addition to the ERD/ERS two-dimensional
scalp map analysis, the LORETA inverse solution
method was employed,47,48 which computes, from
the recorded scalp electric potential differences, the
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three-dimensional distribution of the electrically
active neuronal generators in the brain as a current
density value (A/m2) at each voxel. LORETA
solves the inverse problem based on the assumption that the smoothest of all possible activity
distributions is the most plausible one. This assumption is supported by electrophysiology, where
neighboring neuronal populations show highly
correlated activity.49 The version of LORETA employed here used a three-shell spherical head
model registered to the digitized Talairach and
Tournoux50 atlas (Brain Imaging Centre, Montreal
Neurological Institute). The registration between
spherical and Talairach and Tournoux head geometry used the realistic EEG electrode coordinates reported by Towle et al.51 Further, the source solution
space was limited to cortical gray matter and hippocampi according to digitized probability atlas
provided by the Montreal Neurologic Institute
(number of voxels, 2394; voxel dimension, 7 mm3).
Voxels were defined as gray matter if their probability of being gray matter was (a) greater than
33%, (b) exceeded the probability of being white
matter, and (c) exceeded the probability of being
cerebrospinal fluid. It has been shown in numerous
experiments that the method is capable of correct
localization of primary sensory cortices, epileptic
foci, language processing, face processing, and
emotion processing areas with fairly low errors.52,53
Whole brain analysis using voxelwise paired
t-tests examined differences between the CONTROL
and DOWN conditions separately for children and
adolescents in six frequency bands according to Kubicki et al.54: Delta (1–3 Hz), Theta (4–7 Hz), Alpha
(8–12 Hz), Beta1 (13–18 Hz), Beta2 (19–21 Hz), and
Beta 3 (22–30 Hz). Based on current knowledge
about the functional significance of these EEG
bands, we take the Beta bands as indicating neural
activation while increasing power in the Alpha and
Theta band generally indicate decreased neural activation.55 Due to the conservative non-parametric
randomization statistic used by the LORETA-Key
software (corrected for multiple tests) we will report
and discuss condition differences if the p value is
<0.10. Note that this significance criterion is much
more conservative than the significance criterion
used in most neuroimaging experiments exploring
higher-order cognitive or emotional functions of the
human brain. In most cases, these studies report results not corrected for multiple testing.
Statistical analysis
The ERD/ERS values were analyzed with a fourway ANOVA with the following repeated measure-
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ments factors: “roller coaster ride” (UP, DOWN,
END), “region” (frontal vs. parietal), and “hemisphere” (left, midline, and right). In addition, a
between-subjects factor was used to compare children with adolescents. Furthermore, two three-way
ANOVA’s with repeated measurements on each
factor (“roller coaster ride,” UP, DOWN, END; “region,” frontal, parietal; “hemisphere,” left, midline,
right) were conducted separately for children and
adolescents. For each psychophysiological measurement (HR and SCR), two-way ANOVAs were
performed with the factors “roller coaster ride”
(CONTROL, UP, DOWN, END) as repeatedmeasurement factor and “group” (children vs. adolescents) as a grouping factor. To analyze the
self-location scale of the MEC-SPQ, which was answered by the subjects after the control condition
and after the five roller coaster rides, a repeatedmeasures ANOVA was conducted with the factors
“roller coaster ride” (control, roller coaster ride)
and “group” (group 2: children, adolescents). For
all repeated measurement ANOVAs the multivariate approach for factors comprising more than
two conditions was used to avoid anticonservative estimation of F-values due to possible violations of homoscedasticity.44 Because it is more
important to demonstrate the empirical effect of a
treatment rather than to calculate p values, we
also report effect size measures independent from
sample size.45 An effect size measure ETA2 was
calculated, which is the estimated variance due to
the treatment in relation to the total variance.
Thus, ETA2 describes the variance which is due to
the experimental effect. All statistical analyses
were performed using the statistical software
package SPSS PC (version 11.5). Results were considered significant at the level of p < 0.05. In case
of a significant multivariate effect post hoc paired
t-tests were computed using the Bonferroni correction according to Holm.46

RESULTS
Self-location rating (MEC-SPQ)
The highly significant main effect of “roller
coaster ride” (F(1,21) = 35.34, p < 0.001, ETA2 = 0.627)
was due to the higher rating of self-location during
the roller coaster rides compared to the control
condition for both children and adolescents. Furthermore, a group effect was observed (F(1,21) =
4.30, p = 0.05, ETA2 = 0.170), indicating that the
children experienced stronger Spatial Presence
than the adolescents.

Skin conductance responses and heart rate
As Figure 1 illustrates, there was a highly significant main effect of “roller coaster ride” (F(3,19) =
17.55, p < 0.001, ETA2 = 0.735), indicating the largest
SCR sum amplitude for UP, intermediate for
DOWN and lowest for END and CONTROL. In addition, SCR amplitude and the subjective spatial
presence experience as measured with the MECSPQ subscale showed one significant correlation
and one trend for a significant positive correlation
(SCR UP/Self-Location: r = 0.409, p = 0.053; SCR
DOWN/Self-Location: r = 0.485, p < 0.05), demonstrating that subjects who rated high on the MECSPQ subscale also showed increased SCRs in the
most arousing conditions of the experiment (UP
and DOWN). Surprisingly, no significant differences regarding HR measures were observed.
ERD/ERS of alpha power (children and adolescents)
The four-way ANOVA for the dependent variable ERD/ERS revealed a significant four-way interaction between all independent variables
(“roller coaster ride” * “group” * “region” * “hemisphere”: F(4,18) = 4.2, p = 0.014, ETA2 = 0.485); thus,
all other main effects or interactions should be interpreted with reluctance. However, “region” and
“region” * “roller coaster ride” showed a strong effect on the ERD/ERS values (“roller coaster ride”:
F(1,21) = 14.4, p < 0.001, ETA2 = 0.407 and “roller
coaster ride” * “region”: F(2,20) = 11.5, p < 0.001, ETA2
= 0.536), indicating increased ERD (cortical activity) at parietal electrode clusters compared to the
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FIG. 1. Depicted are means (± SE) of the log[SCR+1] in
µS per second. Findings demonstrate the largest skin
conductance response (SCR) for UP, intermediate for
DOWN, and significantly reduced SCR for CONTROL
and END. No group differences between children and
adolescents were observed.
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ERD/ERS of alpha power (children)
The three-way ANOVA revealed two main effects for “roller coaster ride” (F(2,10) = 4.1, p = 0.05,
ETA2 = 0.451) and “region” (F(1,11) = 11.9, p < 0.01,
ETA2 = 0.519) and a significant interaction effect for
“region” * “roller coaster ride” (F(2,10) = 7.8, p < 0.01,
ETA2 = 0.611). Figure 3 depicts this significant interaction which clearly demonstrates the dissociation
between frontal and parietal electrodes during
the roller coaster ride in children. They showed the
strongest activations at parietal leads during the
DOWN condition and significantly reduced cortical activity both in the UP and END conditions. By
contrast, frontal electrodes demonstrated a different pattern which was qualified by an increase in

25
20
ERD/ERS (%)

frontal electrode clusters and this effect was most
pronounced in the DOWN (dynamic roller coaster
ride) condition. In addition, the main effect of
“hemisphere” (F(2,20) = 4.7, p = 0.021, ETA2 = 0.320)
and the interaction effect of “region” * “hemisphere” (F(2,20) = 5.8, p = 0.01, ETA2 = 0.366) demonstrated topographically the largest positive
percentage change (ERD) at the midline parietal
electrode cluster. Most interestingly, a significant
interaction between “region” * “group” was observed (F(1,21) = 4.3, p = 0.05, ETA2 = 0.171), which
was qualified by increased frontal ERD for adolescents compared to children. In other words, children showed reduced activity at frontal electrodes
(Fig. 2). Since the four-way interaction was significant and four-way interactions are difficult to interpret, two additional three-way ANOVA’s were
calculated separately for children and adolescents.
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FIG. 3. Depicted are means (± SE) of the highly significant interaction effect of REGION*COND (p < 0.01) in
children, indicating a clear dissociation between frontal
and parietal electrode clusters, which is most pronounced
in the DOWN (dynamic roller coaster ride) condition.

cortical activation in the UP condition and a significant cortical decrease of activation in the DOWN
and END conditions. In addition, both in the
DOWN and END conditions, the frontal activation
patterns compared to the parietal patterns differed
significantly.
ERD/ERS of alpha power (adolescents)
The three-way ANOVA showed a significant interaction effect of “region” * “roller coaster ride”
(F(2,9) = 4.5, p = 0.043, ETA2 = 0.503; Fig. 4), indicating,
25

ERD/ERS (%)
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FIG. 2. Illustrated are means (± SE) of the significant interaction effect of REGION*GROUP (p = 0.05), which is
qualified by reduced activity at frontal electrodes in children compared to adolescents.

Parietal

FIG. 4. Depicted is the significant interaction effect of
REGION*COND (p = 0.043) in adolescents (means ± SE),
demonstrating the highest event-related desynchronization (ERD) in the DOWN and UP condition. In contrast
to children, no event-related synchronization (ERS; cortical deactivation) could be observed at frontal electrode
clusters.
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similar to children, the highest ERD in the DOWN
and UP condition and significantly reduced ERD in
the END condition at parietal electrode clusters. In
contrast to the activation pattern of the children,
adolescents showed increased cortical activation at
frontal electrodes in all three conditions (UP,
DOWN, END). Additionally, frontal and parietal
ERD’s differentiated in the DOWN condition.
Table 1 summarizes the means (± SE), whereas Figure 5a,b illustrates the scalp maps of the ERD and
ERS values for both groups broken down for all conditions. Finally, ERD/ERS difference maps were calculated (Fig. 5c) between children and adolescents,
illustrating the different activation patterns of children and adolescents in the three sessions of the
roller coaster ride.

tially involved in processing of visual spatial information. In children, this activity increase was most
prominent on the right hemisphere while in adolescents a more bilateral activation pattern was found
(Figs. 6 and 7, first row). A further decrease in the
Alpha band activity in both groups in the DOWN
condition was observed in the posterior cingulate
gyrus. Interestingly, children but not adolescents
demonstrated increased Alpha band activity (indicating decreased neural activity) in the DOWN
condition in frontal regions (right inferior frontal
gyrus and right middle frontal gyrus) known to be
involved in various executive functions. In addition, in children the Alpha band activity was increased during the DOWN condition bilaterally in
the insula and the left postcentral gyrus (Fig. 6, first
row). Noteworthy, no Alpha band increase in the
DOWN condition could be observed in adolescents. In contrast, adolescents revealed a marked
increase of Beta2 activity in left precentral gyrus,
left inferior frontal gyrus and left insula during the
DOWN condition (Fig. 7 second row). Finally, in
the DOWN condition children showed decreased
Theta activity in right inferior parietal lobe and
right precuneus and increased Theta activity in bilateral superior frontal gyrus and left middle temporal gyrus, respectively (Fig. 6, second row).

LORETA
As expected, the statistical comparison between
the CONTROL and DOWN condition (separately
for children and adolescents) using voxel-wise
paired t-tests for all frequency bands revealed significant differences in the Alpha-band (8–12 Hz) for
both groups. Furthermore, two bands, the Theta
band (4–7 Hz) in children and the Beta2 band
(19–21 Hz) in adolescents, showed trends towards
significance on the 10% level. No other significant
results or trends towards significance in the other
frequency bands were observed (all p > 0.25).
Table 2 summarizes all findings separately for children and adolescents. Alpha band activity was decreased both in children and adolescents in the
DOWN condition mainly in parietal and occipital
brain regions, indicating increased activity in the
DOWN condition in regions known to be essen-

DISCUSSION
The major aim of the present study was to explore whether different spatial presence experiences are associated with typical cortical activation
patterns. For this, different VR roller coaster scenarios were used in the context of EEG measure-

TABLE 1. MEAN ERD/ERS VALUES (± STANDARD ERROR) FOR CHILDREN
AND ADOLESCENTS BROKEN DOWN FOR ALL THREE ROLLER COASTER
CONDITIONS (UP, DOWN, END) AND TWO SCALP REGIONS
(FRONTAL, PARIETAL)
Children

Adolescents

Condition

Region

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

UP

Frontal
Parietal
Frontal
Parietal
Frontal
Parietal

3.21
9.21
!2.25
17.95
!4.04
7.67

2.92
3.51
2.94
3.81
2.74
3.95

8.24
9.91
5.91
13.31
4.54
6.59

2.95
4.37
2.76
4.91
3.32
4.70

DOWN
END

ERD, event-related power desynchronization; ERS, event-related
power synchronization; SE, standard error.
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TABLE 2.
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LORETA RESULTS OF SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN BRAIN ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY DURING THE DOWN
COMPARED TO THE CONTROL CONDITION SEPARATELY FOR CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
Frequency band

Group
Children

Name

Range
(Hz)

Thetad

4–7

Brain region (Brodmann area)
Left
↓a
↓
↑
↑

Alphac

↓

8–12

Superior frontal gyrus (6)
(!10, !4, 71)
Temporal gyrus (21/20/38)
(!59, 3, !6)

↓
↑
↑
↑
↑
Adolescents

Alphac

↓

8–12

↓
↓
Beta2d

19–21

↑
↑
↑

Insula (13)
(!38, !18, 15)
Postcentral gyrus (3/43)
(!66, !11, 22)
Posterior cingulate (29)
(!3, !39, 22)
Cingulate gyrus (31)
(!3, !46, 29)
Superior parietal gyrus /
precuneus (7)
(!10, !67, 57)
Precentral gyrus (4)
(!59, !4, 22)
Inferior frontal gyrus (44/45)
(!52, 10, 22)
Insula (13)
(!38, !11, 1)

Right
Inferior parietal lobe (7)
(39, !67, 43)b
Superior parietal gyrus/
precuneus (7)
(4, !60, 43)
Superior frontal gyrus (6)
(11, !4, 71)
Precuneus (19,7)
(25, &minus88, 36)
Posterior cingulate (29/30)
(4, !39, 22)
Middle frontal gyrus (6/8/9)
(32, 10, 57)
Sub-gyral frontal lobe (6)
(25, !4, 57)
Insula (13)
(39, !4, 8)
Inferior frontal gyrus (9/44/45)
(60, 10, 29)
Posterior cingulated (29)
(4, !39, 22)
Cingulate gyrus (31)
(4, !46, 29)
Superior parietal gyrus/
precuneus (7)
(11, !63, 57)

aDownward

arrows indicate decreases and upward arrows indicate increases of electrical activity for
DOWN compared to CONTROL regarding a specific frequency band.
bCoordinates are defined in the standard stereotaxic space of Talairach and correspond to the observed
activation maxima. Brodmann areas describe the extent of the activated brain region.
cp < 0.05 (voxel statistic, corrected for multiple comparison).
dp < 0.10 (voxel statistic, corrected for multiple comparison).
LORETA, low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography.

ments. One scenario was a simple horizontal
roundabout tour (low spatial presence condition),
whereas the other scenarios were more realistic
roller coaster rides that included the typical ups,

downs, and loops (high spatial presence condition).
For the more realistic roller coaster scenario, we
also analyzed different sessions of the ride (UP,
DOWN, and END), because we hypothesized that
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FIG. 5. Event-related desynchronization/ event-related synchronization maps of children (a), adolescents (b), and
children minus adolescents (c). (a,b) Depicted is the percentage change in alpha band power between the control condition (CONTROL) and the three sessions of the realistic roller coaster riding (UP, DOWN, and END; from the left to
the right column); note that red colors stand for ERD (cortical activation) and blue colors for ERS (cortical deactivation). (c) ERD/ERS difference maps between children and adolescents in the UP, DOWN, and END condition (from
left to right). Maps illustrate that children compared to adolescents reacted to the roller coaster paradigm with increased cortical activation at parietal occipital electrodes on the one side and decreased cortical activation at frontal
electrodes on the other side.

FIG. 6. Low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (LORETA) functional images of regional electric activity
differences for the comparison “DOWN minus CONTROL” in children. (First row) Alpha (8–12 Hz) band. (Second
row) Theta (4–7 Hz) band. Results are displayed on the “fiducial cortical surface” (boundary midway through cortical
thickness102). Cortex shown in gray scale, decreased activity in the DOWN compared to the CONTROL condition according to a specific frequency band is labeled red; increased activity is labeled blue. A, anterior; P, posterior; S, superior; I, inferior; LH, left hemisphere; RH, right hemisphere; BH, both hemisphere; LV, left view; RV, right view; BV,
bottom view.
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FIG. 7. Low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (LORETA) functional images of regional electric activity
differences for the comparison “DOWN minus CONTROL” in adolescents. (First row) Alpha (8–12 Hz) band. (Second row) Beta2 (19–21 Hz) band. Legends and color coding as in Figure 6.

each session would have a different impact on the
perceptual and emotional system.
As hypothesized, we found that, compared to
the control condition, experiencing a virtual roller
coaster ride evoked in both groups, children and
adolescents, (1) strong spatial presence experiences, (2) increased skin conductance responses,
and (3) with respect to the surface EEG (for which
the Alpha band was analyzed) strong event-related
power decreases over parietal leads (ERD), indicating cortical activation in this region.
Moreover, children and adolescents showed a
different activation pattern at frontal electrode
sides. Whereas children revealed event-related
power increases (ERS) during the DOWN and END
conditions (indicating decreased activation), adolescents consistently showed event-related power
decreases (ERD) in the UP, DOWN, and END condition (indicating increased cortical activation over
frontal electrodes). Interestingly, this differential
cortical activation pattern was also associated with
stronger spatial presence experiences in children
compared to adolescents. Using LORETA to calculate the intracerebral electrical sources for the surface EEG, we found that the above mentioned EEG
activity pattern on the scalp was generated by a
distinct network of brain areas known to be involved in visual spatial processing (inferior and superior parietal gyrus, precuneus), the control of
executive functions (inferior, middle and superior
frontal gyrus), the mapping and regulating of body
sensations (insula, postcentral gyrus), and emotion
processing (posterior cingulate, cingulate gyrus).
The LORETA results mainly confirmed the ERD
findings at frontal and parietal electrode positions,
however, with increased spatial resolution. Thus,

LORETA also revealed that children showed reduced cortical activity, whereas adolescents
showed increased cortical activity at frontal brain
areas, suggesting that children and adolescents use
different neural assemblies to process the visual
cues and the spatial presence experience associated
with the roller coaster ride.
Activation in the parietal lobe
As hypothesized, both groups demonstrated the
largest ERD values (indicating cortical activation)
at parietal electrode positions in the DOWN condition as well as decreased intracerebral electric activity (in the Alpha or Theta band) during the
DOWN compared to the CONTROL condition in
the posterior cingulate, superior parietal lobe (bilaterally in adolescents), the inferior parietal lobe
(right-side in children), and the precuneus (right
sided in children). These areas are known to be involved in various steps of spatial processing as well
as mental rotation tasks and constitute a neural correlate for the ego-centric view.13–15,18 Thus, the spatial cues of the roller coaster scenarios strongly
evoked activations within this part of the dorsal
processing stream projecting to frontal areas. Obviously, the strength of activation in these areas is important in determining spatial presence experience.
Activation in the insula
A potential core region for generating spatial
presence experiences in an arousing virtual reality
world might be the insula for which neural activation changes during the DOWN compared to the
CONTROL condition were found in both groups.
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The insula receives homeostatic afferents from several modalities, including temperature, pain, proprioception, and the viscera and, thus, is involved
in the mapping of body related sensations.29 In addition, insular activation was also found in several
brain imaging studies during aversive emotional
stimulation that also evoke visceral/somatic sensations.56 Thus, the insula seems to constitute a primary interoceptive image of homeostatic afferents.
Interestingly, in children we observed increased
neural electric activity bilaterally situated in the insula and the ventral part of the postcentral gyrus
(which is also involved in the mapping of body
sensations) in the Alpha band, while the adolescents showed increased neural activity in the insula
in the Beta2 band. Whereas activity in the Beta2
band can be taken as activation,55 the Alpha band is
(in most paradigms and brain regions) negatively
correlated with neural activity as mentioned
above.40 However, the insula seems to be an exception (i.e., Alpha power in the insula is positively
correlated with neural activity).57,58 Thus, we conclude that increased insula activity for the Alpha
band indicates increased insular activation during
the realistic roller coaster ride in children. The reason why adolescents and children differ with respect to the different activation of the Alpha and
Beta2 bands is difficult to explain. Perhaps there is
a general age-dependent effect on the neural activation pattern in the insula. However, we hypothesize that insula and postcentral gyrus activation
reflect increased somatic and visceral reactions
during the roller coaster ride compared to the control condition. The importance of somatic and visceral sensations for the experience of spatial
presence (in an arousing virtual reality) is further
confirmed by the observed positive correlations between skin conductance responses in the UP and
DOWN conditions and the psychometrical measures of spatial presence. Such positive correlations
were also found in psychophysiological studies of
spatial presence.9,11
Activation in the posterior cingulate cortex
In addition, another brain structure, the cingulate gyrus, is strongly activated in children and
adolescents in the DOWN condition (indexed by
reduced neural electric activity in the Alpha band).
This brain region is involved in various functions,
including emotional stimulus processing,30,52,59
episodic memory function,60 and spatial attention61
and is strongly connected with frontal and temporal cortical areas.62,63 Thus, we hypothesize that the
processing centers in the parietal cortex that were
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strongly activated in this study stimulated the emotional centers via various routes, including the posterior cingulate. These emotional centers (limbic
system) might have generated various emotional
reactions (including fear, joy, or interest), leading to
an increased spatial presence experience in the
roller coaster condition.
Activation in the temporal pole
Children (but not adolescents) showed an increased intracerebral electric activity in the left
middle temporal gyrus extending into the temporal
pole for the Theta band. This region plays a key
role in various functions, including autobiographical and episodic memory,64 face recognition,65 and
linguistic as well as emotional language processing.66–68 In addition, Theta oscillations in the temporal lobe have been implicated in spatial
navigation in animals and in particular have been
linked to the encoding and retrieval of spatial information in the hippocampus in rodents.69,70 Human
navigation studies have recently confirmed these
findings in showing increased Theta activity over
temporal leads.16,71 Related to the present study,
these findings might indicate that children encode
spatial information during the roller coaster rides.
However, we cannot give a plausible explanation
why adolescents do not show this activation pattern in the temporal cortex during the roller coaster
ride.
Functional dissociation in the frontal cortex between
children and adolescents
Most interesting, as hypothesized children and
adolescents showed a clear dissociation with respect to the activation of frontal brain areas, revealed both by the surface EEG analysis
(ERD/ERS) as well as by the intracortical electrical
analysis (LORETA). Regarding the ERD results,
both groups showed in the UP condition (anticipation phase) increased cortical activation at frontal
electrodes sides along with the highest skin conductance reactions, indicating highest arousal in
the anticipation phase of the high spatial presence
condition. In contrast, children demonstrated both
in the DOWN and END condition significantly reduced cortical activation at frontal electrode sides,
while adolescents showed a similar frontal activation pattern in the UP, DOWN, and END conditions, demonstrating no activation decrease at
frontal electrode positions. LORETA confirmed this
different frontal activation pattern in children
and adolescents in the DOWN compared to the
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CONTROL condition. Adolescents revealed increased electric activity in the left inferior frontal
gyrus and the left precentral gyrus in the Beta2
band. Children on the other hand showed increased
electric activity in the right inferior and middle
frontal gyrus in the Alpha band as well as increased
electric activity in the Theta band bilaterally in the
superior frontal gyrus. Based on current knowledge
about EEG measurements, increased electric activity in the frontal lobe in the Alpha and Theta bands
indicate neural deactivation, while increased electric activity in the Beta2 band indicates increased
neural activation.40,55 Accordingly, adolescents
showed increased neural activation while children
on the other hand showed decreased activation in
the described frontal structures. Interestingly, these
frontal structures are known to be involved in the
regulation of various executive functions.
For example, the inferior frontal gyrus is
involved in specific functions—including modulating social behavior,72 controlling complex sequential actions,73,74 simulating or anticipating of
actions,75 response inhibition,76–80 attentional processes,81–84 set shifting (Winconsin Card sorting
test76,85), and detection of incongruities.86 However,
and more important for the present study, are theoretical assumptions pinpointing the right frontal
cortex as a major part of a frontoparietal attention
network, including the inferior and middle frontal
gyrus as well as the temporo-parietal junction. This
network has been shown to operate as a target detection and alarm system directing attention to
novel salient events in situations when the system
is strongly engaged in processing other stimuli, in
this case the virtual reality environment.84 Damage
to these structures abolishes the P300, which is
known to be triggered by the detection of infrequent or novel stimuli embedded in a temporal
stream of standard stimuli.87,88 In addition, it has
been shown that lesions of the right frontal cortex
specifically impair vigilance.89,90 Finally, the dorsal
parts of the frontal gyrus (superior frontal gyrus)
are known to be involved in associating sensory
stimuli with motor responses.91–93 The prominent
role of these areas in processing sensorimotor associations has also been shown by human lesion
studies. Patients with lesions in these areas show a
kind of “stimulus-driven” behavior characterized
by grasping and manually exploring nearly each
external stimulus they encounter.94
Whether the aforementioned psychological processes are indeed active during the roller coaster
ride is difficult to decide. However, we believe that
the results of the aforementioned neuroimaging
and lesion studies support the idea that adolescents
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more strongly controlled and monitored the ongoing activities inside and outside the focus of attention, and thus, these mental operations diminished
their spatial presence experience. In contrast, decreased activation of these frontal structures in the
context of strong activations in parietal areas in
younger children might indicate that children were
strongly driven by the salient stimuli of the VR environment and neither controlled (or at least to a
significant lesser degree) the spatial presence experience nor monitored the surrounding environment. As a consequence, their spatial presence
experience was markedly enhanced.
We hypothesize that this reduced frontal activation in children (and consequently reduced executive function) might depend on the non-matured
frontal cortex. As mentioned in the introduction,
the frontal lobe (especially the white matter) matures until the age of young adulthood.33,34 Thus,
the younger children of this study group were examined in a phase during which the frontal cortex
is not fully developed and, consequently, the executive functions controlled by this lobe are also not
fully functional. Further evidence for this functional “impairment” of the frontal lobe in children
comes from behavior and neuroimaging developmental studies. For example, the ability to inhibit
prepotent responses markedly increases from
childhood into early adulthood, and reaction time
improvements for both response execution and response inhibition are observed between the ages of
6 and 20.95,96 Interestingly, neuroimaging studies
have shown, in response inhibition tasks (Go/
NoGo), a positive correlation between activation
and age in the left inferior frontal gyrus, which was
strongly activated in adolescents but not in children in the present roller coaster study. In contrast,
children showed in these studies a more extensive
activation in discrete regions of the prefrontal cortex, indicating an increased demand and inefficient
recruitment of brain regions subserving executive
functions.97,98
Taken together, younger children are obviously
more prone to experience spatial presence during a
virtual roller coaster drive, due to a not fully developed prefrontal lobe, which leads to reduced control and monitoring of the experimental situation.
This anatomical “impairment” might also be the
reason for the well-known facts that young children experience strong emotions when watching
comic movies, reading books, and playing computer games. Extremely positive or negative emotions can easily be evoked in young children using
stimuli that would never evoke such strong emotions in adolescents or adults.99–101
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Limitations
Not surprisingly, despite of the promising results, many questions concerning the neurophysiological underpinnings of spatial presence are still
unanswered and suggest future studies to further
elucidate the functional significance of these findings, especially the functional significance of the
dissociation between frontal and parietal cortical
structures which seems to play a pivotal role in this
study in modulating spatial presence experience.
Will the content of any particular environment
evoke similar frontal and parietal brain activation?
Or can we only observe this frontal activation pattern in passive viewing spatial presence conditions
and not in VR worlds where the subjects can interact with the surrounding environment? In other
words, if the content of the virtual environment is
an everyday situation and not an arousing roller
coaster ride, what brain activation pattern can be
found? There is no doubt that the brain activation
pattern will change significantly if one can freely
move around (leading to activation in the motor
and premotor cortex) or has to solve cognitive
problems (leading at least to activation in the short
and long-term memory system and additional
parts of frontal cortex) in a VR world. Nevertheless,
it might still be the case that subjects who show a
decreased activity in some mid-dorsal brain regions and especially some areas of the inferior
frontal gyrus will report an increased spatial presence experience.

CONCLUSION
Summing up, the salient spatial cues delivered
by the roller coaster scenarios evoked strong and
overwhelming activations within the parietal processing centres which in turn stimulated the insula
as core region for generation body sensations and
the posterior cingulate which is strongly involved
in emotion processing. Beside this activation route,
there also exists a frontal activation route obviously
exerting control over the first stimulus driven
route. These frontal areas are involved in controlling the overwhelming and salient spatial and body
cues evoked by the roller coaster scenario and are
monitoring the ongoing activities outside the focus
of processing. Therefore, the results of this study
imply that strong spatial presence experiences in
an arousing and noninteractive VR world are associated with markedly increased activity in parietal/occipital areas of the brain together with
decreased activity in frontal structures involved in

the executive system of the brain. In addition, autonomic somatic reactions (e.g., SCR) are increased
along with activation in brain structures known to
be involved in the somatic and visceral representation of the body state and emotion processing.
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